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Flyers Battle Elements
In Second Annual Meet
By TED BREEDEN

Battling winds and racing agajnst
time as impending rain
clouds threatened to halt activities, Spartan flyers went through
their paces in Alpha Eta Rho’s
Second Annual Air meet at Warm
Springs airport Sunday.
"Bad ’weather decreased the expeeted .atendance; but aviation
fans who attended this year’s air
meet were’ treated to a performance by the competing fixers who
suffered no lack or enthusiasm
because of the poor weather,"
Tom Tanna, president of Alpha
Eta Rho, international aviation
fraternity, said. ,The fraternity
sponsored the air meet.
Winners Listed
Final point totals placed Ray
Paxton, Flying 20 club, on top
with 42 points. His Spartan competitors ranked in the following
order:
Second Tie between Cerro!)
Collier and Bob Gross-40 points.
Third -Lowell
Gratta n--35
points.
Fourths-- Maurice Richardson
30 points.
Fifth D. Hay----24 points.
Sixth -Chuck Cuttin g-- 21
points.
Seventh Ken Raernsch - 14
points.
Points svere figured for the first
three places In each event, with
each contestants entered in two
events. Events and winners were:
180 degree spot landing -Bob

Gross, Ray Paxton, Ken Raemsch.
Level bombing-Lowell Gratton,
Chuck Cutting, Don Broadhurst.
360 degree spot landing-Maurice Richardson, Ray Paxton, Ken
Raemsch.
180 degree power approach to
barrier -Carroll Collier, D. Hay,
Bill Hawkins.
Other Spartan pilots participating in the meet were Bill Ross,
Mario Bonicell IL D. Olson, Howard Stepp, aild Dan Daley.
Mr. Ross Jdtinson, C.A.A. inspector; Mr. D. L. James, Aeronautics department; Mr. Israelson,
Engineering department; and Mr.
Tom L. Leonard, Aeronautics department; served as judges for the
air meet.
Exhibitions Presented
Supplementing the individual
competition for prizes were several exhibitions that drew plaudits from the spectators. A remote
control flying exhibition was given by Prof. D. L. James and his
"infernal machine", n constructed
by members of Alpha Eta Rho
for this opportune moment.
Harvey Kohler of Centerville
swooped over the field exhibiting
the methods of crop dusting and
spraying.
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With a prophecy that the 1949 Spardi Gras will be an extravabar 135 ganza which should make its predecessors seem puny in comparison,
chairman Dick "Trigger" Cirigliano released the full Spardi Gras day
schedule yesterday.
"This year’s celebration will have everything," Cirigliano said.

Inter
ncil
Sponsors Songfest
For Member Groups

Seven fraternities will compete
in the San Jose State college
Spring Swing Friday night in the
Morris Dailey auditorium, Keith
Medeiros, chairman of the affair,
announced yesterday. The music
test will begin at 8 p.m.
The music competition is sponsored by the Inter-Fraternity
council. It will be an annual affair.
The public hi lavite,d to attend
this novel fraternity competition,
the chairman said. No admission
charge will lie made.
Each fraternity will sing two
songs. The ’two top scorers will
compete for first place by singing
another song. Winner of the evening’s program will be awarded a
perpetual trophy.
Fraternities will choose their
own selections, Medeiros said. Popular. classical, and fraternity
songs will be included on the evening’s program, he added.
Competing fraternities include:
DTO, Theta CM, SAE, DSO, Kappa Alpha, DU, . and Phi Sigma
Kappa.
Judges for the-contest will be
Dr. Lyle Downey, Music department head; Mr. Richard Jesson,
asssitant professor of music; and
Miss Violet Thomas, instructor in’
music.
Dean Paul M. Pitman and Dean
Helen Dirnmick are patrons for
the annual spring sing.
.
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. Culminating the meet and tmingingit back 196 earth was the exhibition of a new Cessna "170"
by Mr. Barnick of "G.B." airport
and a new Piper "Clipper", shown
Our indefatigable U.P. weathby Mr. L. DifiS of Hayward skyerman juggles a few meteorologways.
ical instruments, raises a moistCned finger in the air and comes
up with the fallowing weather
prediction for today: Partly cloudy and cooler.

The Hard Way

’Bands, contests, a parade, entertainnirnt, display s, exhibits,
and the Centennial theme will
make this the hest Spardi Gras
in the history of San Jose State
college," he concluded.
Campus Filled With Activities
In the hours between 8:30 and
10:30 a.m. on June 3, Spardi Gras
day, Spartans on campus won’t
be able to turn around without
running into some kind of show.
Between those hours there will
be a breakfast dance in the Women’s gym with music by Tommy
Pratt’s 14-piece orchestra (free
donuts and coffee, too), an athletic exhibition in the Men’s gym
by members of Spartan wrestling,
boxing, and tumbling teams, and
three one-act plays in the Little
Theater.
Add to these events a fashion
show by AWS in the Morris Dailey auditorium comparing deem
of 1849 with that of 1949, a display of rare books in the college
library, sports movies featuring
outstanding events of the year in
room S-I2, and a display of paintInge in the Art wing, and you have
a multiplicity of productions which
are sure to interest everybody.

The "Trigger"

Fresno Voted Funds

SACRAMENTO (UP) -- The
state budget as released by the
Assembly Ways and Means corncontains approximittee today
mately $3,800.000 for site and imVarious contests such as "Race
provements at a -new campus for
for Gold," "Coolie Clarnmer" and
Fresno State college.
"Look for the Loot" will also be
Part of the money is from for- conducted by Art Butler and his
mer apPropriations for the new ’Sprint’ Gras contest minions at the
college site. However, $2,716,000 same time.
is contained in new money the
Comes 10:30 a.m., everyfe cly
budget would release from reserve
breathes, and plunges beck into
funds.
the routine again.

Bill OK’s Marriages

SACRA/OE:NI-0 (UP) -A bill lc ’
repeal present bans against marriages between whites and Negroes, Mulattoes Mongolians or
Malayans had the approval of thc
assembly judiciary committee today.

’Rose of The Rancho’ Sears, Roebuck Cuts
Tickets Go On Sale Prices in Most Lines
For SprintCataloi Dr. MacQuarrie

Tickets will go on sale today in
the Speech office for "Rose of the
Rancho", Centennial play to be
given June 2-4 in the inner quad.
The play will be presented on a
out -door
constructed
specially
stage.
Reriereed seats for ASA card
holders are 00 cents, for the general public, 90 cents. Unreserved
seat for the general public are
on sale for 00 cents.
Holders of season books will be
given reserved seats in the quad
In the approximate location of
seats now held. Date of the production has been advanced ’one
week from that printed in the
season book.

Prexy Faces Recall
.LOS ANGELES (UP) --University of Southern California students will go to the polls today in
a recall election of the student
body president whose recent election touched off a campus furor.
Ed Vierheilig, candidate for fraternity grotips,-won the recent election over Unity party candidate
Bob Padget, and charges were
made that election ballots had.
been destroyed.
The student senate’s action in
scheduling the recall election was
hailed as a victory by fraternity
"row" forces because a two-thirds
majority is required to oust an
elected officer.

The annual Bean Feed, to be
held behind the Women’s gym,
will occupy (tending riterrymakers until 11:30. While stuffing
themselves with beans, Spartans
will harken to the entertainment
provided by Bill Gillis, and Freddie Ross and his orchestra.

1849 Theme in Afternoon
Immediately after the Bean
Feed, students will proceed home
and return at noon in their best
1849 garb. ’There will be an assembly at noon in front of the
Student Union for the benefit of
people who like to march in parades, and they will be given an
opportunity to do so.
At 12:10, the Spardi Gras queen
will ascend the Mews of the Untures, and aircraft engineering.
Refreshments will be served un- ion and lead’ the throng of 49’erder the direction of .Prof. S. costumed Spartans uptown in noble style -seated In a surrey
Brooks Walton.
"We hope that the Home Eco- drawn by a white horse.
Persons surviving the rigors of
the procession will assemble at 1
I) m. on the Spardi Gras grounds
for the coronation of the queen.
Freddie Dutton’s orchestra will
provide the royal music.
Various booths comprising the
heart of the celebration will officially open at 1:30, and will remain open to 4 or until supplies
are exhausted by the throng. Between 1 and 4 p.m. prizes for
booths, costumes, and the contests.
will be conferred upon the winners.
From 4-5:30 p.m. Freddie Dutton’s orchestra %s ill provide music
for the benefit of any participants
bit standing.

To Open
Engineering Dept. Exhibit

CHICAGO (UP) -Sears, Roebuck and Co. today issued its midsummer sale catalog, with sharp
price cuts ranging as high as 50
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie, San Jose
per cent.
State college pretident will offiPrices in all merchandise lines ciate today as the Engineering
department’s open house gets unwere cut, the company Bala.
der way at 2:30. With the assistFurniture prices were reduced ance of Comptroller E. S. Thompson, President (MacQuarrie will
an average of 15 per cent, comthrow an electric switch which
pared with the price level in the will open the doors of the quonset
big mail order firm’s spring and hut laboratories.
summer general catalog.
Dr. Ralph J. Smith, Engineering
department head, expects more
In the furniture line, the comthan 1000 guests to view the varpany said, innerspring mattresses ious exhibits ,and demonstrations.
were cut 23 her cant, upholstered The open house is the result of
furniture 17 per cent, and sum- combined work by the Engineering ’Society, Alpha Eta Rho, and
mer furniture 12 per cent.
the faculty of the Engineering deShoe prices in some lines were partment.
rolled back to the 1940 level, the Celebrating Second Anniversary
Stanley, C. Fleckner, president
company said, with reductions
of the Engineering society, and
ranging to 20 per cent. For the Tom Tanna, president of Alpha
first time since the war the com- Eta Rho, issued the following joint
pany listed a $1.98 line of child- statement: "In inviting you here,
today, we are celebrating two
ren’s shoes.
year, of work in one phase of en Other children’s wear also was electing training -experimental
cut substantially, the firm said.
laboratory instruction. We wish
demonstrate the type of work
eto
Price cuts in other lines includwe do and explain the naed: paint, down 9 per ceht; Per- which
engineering activities. Alcale ’sheets and pillowcases, down ture of
you will become bet16 per cent; men’s white dress so, we hope
with us personalacquainted
ter
shirts, 16 per cent: and electric
ly."
table appliances, 13 per cent.
Visitors will have an opportunPower tools were reduced up to ity to see exhibits and demonstra20 per cent; garden ’hose and tools tions in surveying, electrical maUp to 15 per cent; tires to 14 per chinery. materials testing, procent: pressure cookers to 31 per duction processes, Instruments and
cent, light fixtures to 30 per cent controls, mechanical, engineering,
and home freezers to 11 per cent. , communications, afticrart st rsie-

Lunch Signup Today
.1
Dr. RALPH J. SMITH’
nomies department will not think
that we are competing’ with
them," he laughed.
All Are Invited
Invitations are extended to faculty, students, and their- friends
and relatives to visit the affair between 2:30-5 and 7-9 p.m., today.

Students planning to attend the
two-lunch "Box Social"
Student
must sign up today in the Y
lounge, 22() S. Seventh street, according to Margaret Feavel, in
charge of the affair.
The luncheon will be held in
the Congregational church, Third
and San Antonio streets, tomorrow at 5:30.
Miss Feavar stated that all
males planning to attend should
bring their wallets as well as
themselves.
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Sig Musicians To Give
Chamber Music Program
With the Student Union of the. San Jose State college campus
as the setting, the Music department and Mu Phi Epsilon society will
combine Their talent to present the 14th annual evening of chamber
music at 8:15 tomorrow. Miss Frances Robinson, originator of the
annual concert 14 years ago, has made arrangements for the prograr.o.
Assisting her is Michael Donovan, celo teacher in the Music
department. The cello instructor
will also direct one of his string
trios during the evening of music.
smita, Senior OverBill
Variety of Music Offered
night chairman, announced
Several outstanding student Tuesday that the one dollar
musicians and vocalists are scheld- deposit on the Overnight is not
tiled to take part. According to refundable to those who now
Miss Robinson, the program is find they cannot attend.
designed to appeal to the taste
This was made necessary beof a great many people. Classic.
romantic, and modern works will cause of the number of students
who dropped out. this week, De
be played.
Opening the program is the Smith said.
string quartet composed of Delores O’Neill, violin; Craig Johnson, violin; Alfred Vines, viola;
and Virginia Howe, cello.
ThislYeterans
quartet with the exception of
Vines has played together for two
years in Berkeley and at local
functions.
Contralto Virginia Weimers, is
Veterans Administration this
the featured soloist. Miss Weimers, week reminded student veterans
newly elected president of Mu that the federal serviceman’s rePhi Epsilon, will be accompanied adjustment
allowance program
by the out -going president of the expires on July 25, 1949.
national women’s honor society,
"Jobless pay under the G.I.
Priscilla Phillips.
bill will end on July 25 for all
Sonata Duet Presented
Sonata in C Minor, Op. 6 brings veterans who were discharged
together Virginia Howe playing prior to July 26. 1947. However,
cello and Mrs. Michael Donovan, men and women who enlisted
under the Voluntary Recruitment
on the piano.
Miss Rbbinson has issued’ a per- Act between October 6, 1945. and
sonal invitation to students and October 5, 194, and those who
the local public to attend the had service prior to July 25, 1947.
14th annual evening of chamber but. were discharged after that
date, may be entitled to further
music.
benefits," the VA directive stated.

Senior Overnight

Board Plans
All-Day Dance Pageant

WSSF to Discuss Centennial
Textbook Campaign r
Discussion of plans for a drive
to collect text books for World
student relief will highlight ’ a
meeting of the World Student
Service Fund tomorrqw at 4:30 in
room 24, chairMan Marsh Pitman
announced.

"Centennial Dance Festival," an
eight -hour pageant of folk dancing, will take place at SJSC June
4, Mr. Lowell Pratt, acting chairman of the Centennial commitPitman will evaluate results of tee, announced yesterday.
the recent WSSF campaign ,at
Sponsored by the Spartan Spinthe meeting. He also will give a
ner folk dance club, the festival
report on the northern California
will begin at 2:30 p.m. with a
conference of WSSF chairmen
children’s pageant on the San
held recently at Hidden Villa near
Carlos street turf. Elementary
Los Altos.
school children from Santa Clara
There frill be n short talk by county school will participate in
Meyer Glickman on plans for the first event.
a WSW arranged tour he will
Bay area colleges will be repmake to France and Switzerland
resented by dancers who will take
this summer.
All interested students are in- up where the children left off and
vited to attend the meeting, Pit- VI1 continue dancing’ until! 5:30
p.m.
man said.
A weiner roast will be given
for the dancers by the Patrons’
association.
The evening festival will be
held in the Civic auditorium from
7:30 p.m. until midnight. Bay
area folk dancers will participate
SACRAMENTO (UP) ---The As- in this event, in which spectasembly committee on finance and tors will be welcome.
insurance yesterday turned over
Exhibitions will be given by
to a subcommittee for study a
bill to set up minimum standards some of the best-known groups
for private health insurance poli- of folk dancers in northern California during the intermissions
cies.
of the afternoon and evening folk
The bill is sponsored by Wal- dancing.
lace K. Downey, State Insurance
The San Carlos Peasants, the
commissioner. It already hAs been
Sara -eats from Los Gatos and
passed by the Senate.

Insurance Minimum
Allowance Bill in Committee
Program to Expire

El Dee Day Returns
To College Saturday

Vets who are uncertain of stature should consult with the California Department of Employment or check with the closest
Veterans Administ-ation office.

Saturday will mark the return
of El Dee day, or L-D day, from
the war. This year the Lowe!)
S
Division day party will be held at
Shangri-La.
: The festivities will start in the
afternoon with swimming, volThe SJSC Police pistol team
ley -ball, baseball, and horseshoes.
There will be two pin ball ma- will hold a pistol meet with the
chines for the more athletically Santa Cruz Police department in
inclined people. A barbecued din- Santa Cruz at 4 p.m. tomorrow,
acebrding to Jim McDonald, team
ner will be served at 6 p.m.
.About 8:30, time enough after captain. Each team holds a win
dinner for chow hounds to regain in previous competitions last year.
their balance, Bill Lyons and his
Members of the college team
six -piece band will play some -in the event will be Herbert Harreally hot "ricky-tic-tic" Dixie- vey, Joh* Larson, Donald Larson,
land music.
Rudy Valenti and McDonald. Lack
The cost for this fun -time is of any effective competition from
$1.65 for the party and food, or other pistol teams has limited San
75 cents if one is not hungry. Jose. to two meets this quarter,
Lower-classmen may get tickets McDonald said. The police team
at the Library arch or in the defeated the Petaluma Police deGraduate Manager’s office.
partment several weeks ago.

C, Santa Cruz
Pistol Squads Meet

William Erlendson
Leads Mixed Choir
William J. Erlendson, associate
professor of music, will participate in the North Bay counties
spring music festival. It is to take
place in Santa Rosa at the Sonoma county fair grounds on May
21, according to Mr. Lowell Pratt,
director of public relations.
! A mixed choir of 300 high
’achool students and a girls’ choir
;will be directed by Mr. Erlendson.
ptegirdecl as one of the outstandvi choir directors in California.,
ingr. Erlendson has led the a
appella choir at SJSC for many
years.

Ford Asks UAW
iTo Lift Strike
(UP) The
Ford
otor company yesterday asked
1:nDETROIT,
he CIO United Auto Workegs
ion to call .off its strike and
emit all workers not directly
rewolved In the speedup dispute to
turn to their jobs immediately.
t "We realize that our proposal
fii unusual anct perhaps without
fpreeedent." the company said.
"But we believe it offers a squat,
;deal to all ’parties involved di.
;rectly or indirectly in this strike."

Darian To Emcee
Spardi Gras Ball
. Frank Darien will be master of
ceremonies at the Spardi Gras
dance, June 3, according to Betty
Brisbin, Social Affairs committee
chairman.
Darian, popular "Nighthawker"
announcer,
will introduce the
Spardi Gras queen In, addition to
his other emcee duties,

An Amazing Offer by

HOLIDAY
Pipe Mixture

Women play an
important role
IN AMERICA’S MOST
IMPORTANT BUSINESS

Peace!
Opportunities equalling those offered men in
the Armed Servi.Fes ... the same securhy,
same chances for rapid advancement, same pay
scales, same benefitsall these are now available to women in the Women’s Army Corps
and women in the Air Force.
These opportunities were EARNED. Earned by
the women who served so faithfully, so well,
during the war emergency.
Earned, perhaps, for YOU, if you can meet the
qualifications, if you.can meet the challenge
of such an unlimited career.
For more information, visit your nearest
111.1IN U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Stations,ow.
Check these distinguished ’careers with your
ad isor or college placement officer.
OMEN’S ARMY CORPS
enlisted or commissinned

NS OMEN IN THE AIR FORCE
.
enlisted or commiss
ARMY NURSE CORPS
115

The

pipe that every smoker wantsDANA, the
modern pipe, with brightly polished alum
aura stwok arid re yin* imported briar be

50e

as commissioned

MEDICAL PECIA LIST CORPS
as conwassioned

U. S. ARMY AND U. S. AIR FORCE
RECRUITING SERVICE

with inside wrappers
horn 12 pocket tins ut
1111.11111T PIPE MIXTURE
bya MUT miler’
Gel yerr DANA PIPS
Seeds.
1111R. 1111t Cl, maw, nob
Off arLwd6.1 USA

d

ARMY NURSES WITH THE AIR FORCE
WOMEN’S

Gely

commiss*
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Saratoga, the San Francisco folk
arts group and the Spartan .ripinnevi will perform in the afternoon.
The evening exhibitions will
given by the Gay Nighters and the
Polkateers, both of San Jose, the
Scandinavian folk dancers of San
Francisco, the Docey-doe club of
Redwood City, the Gate Swirwers of San Francisco and the
Palomanians of Palo Alto.

THE NEW-

MAYFAIR
THEATER
20th and E. Santa Clara St:.
PRESENTS ITS OPENING FEATtri

Red River
In TECHNICOLOR
Stai-r;nq John Wayne
Plus

Selected SHORTS & NEWS
San Jose’s Newest Theater
Luxurious seating
"Cry Room" for infants
Elaborate refreshment
facilities
Healthy air conditioning
WATCH FOR
OPENING DATE!

kund ..7he

DSG’s Win Award
Square! For Scholarship
With 1.64 Average

Chapter Officers To Honor
Delta Zeta Province Leader
Mrs. Roscoe Guyot, director of
province 11 of Delta Zeta sororityi will visit the local Gamma
Lambs chapter today.
Province 11 includes California,
Arizona, Utah, and Nevada.
Officers of the sorority will
honor Mrs. Guyot at a dinner this
evening. A special chapter meeting Kill be held following the
dinner.
Alumnae members from bay area chapters will be present at an
alumnae meeting held for Mrs.
Guyot Thursday evening at the
San Jose home of Mrs. Charles
Haas.
Adele Thompson is currently
heading the sorority. Other officers include:
Carolyn Jorwnson, vice-president; Jane Garretson, corresponding secretary; Diana Kaulback,
recording secretary; Dorothy Littig,
historian; Barbara Hugo,
treasurer; Jacqueline Thomas and
Helen Ohm, guards; and Glenna
Shaw, parliamentarian.
New chairmen are:
Betty Brisbin, social; Elizabeth
Kilgallen, ways, means and activities; Mary Hill, scholarship;
Florence Ross. publicity; Dorothy
L, Johnson, rushing; B a r ba r a
Stout, assistant rushing; Barbara
Lee Champion. standards a n d
song leader; and Hetty Brownlee,
pledge duties.

I

Eta Mu Pi Group
Initiates Neophytes
In CWC Ceremonies
The Catholic Women’s center
hall was the scene for informal
initiation of 18 neophytes into
Eta Mu Pi, national honorary
merchandising fraternity, recently.
President Robert Rowley presided over the meeting, and Vice
President Don Lewis acted as
pledge master.

Averages of the ot her on campus fraternal organizations
are as f o 11 o w s: Delta Theta
Omega, 1.56; t Theta Mu Sigma,
1.50; Delta Upsilon. 1.48; Sigma
Alpha Epsi/on, 1.42; Theta Chi.
1.38; Phi Sigma Kapp a, 1.37;
Kappa Alpha, 1.35; Lambda Chi
Alpha, 1.35; Sigma Gamma Omega, 1.27.

Delta Sigma Ph;
To Join Chapter
Qf National Frat

DG Honors .Mothers
At Brunch $unday

Members of the Delta Sigma
Phi club voted to become members-at -large of Delta Sigma Phi
fraternity Wednesday night.

KSK’s List Trio
Of SJ$C Pledges

Initiates included Alice Darland, Henry Canclini, Duncan
Kerr, Eugene Foletti, Godfrey
The California Del a chain e
Huber, Don Clark, R ay mo nd
Goode, James Scott, Sam Tal- of Kappa Sigma Kappa is pledging three men this quarter.
lerico.
Murlin Wes t bur g, George
Strutz, Enid Smith, Derk Johnson, Mervin Shadwick, R oger
Dean-, R c
rd O’Donnell, and
Francis Smith.

Neophytes are Norman Jeldersma, John Walker, and Johnny
Brown. They will be installed
some time near the encl of the
quarter, according to Collins
Brown, pledge master.

A PENNY SAVED

A PENNY EARNED

GRkien,West Dry CleaRers
Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
Close to CollegeClose to town
EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
275 E. William
Main Plant
Ballard 60
25-29 S. Third Street
1740 Park Ave
231 Willow
332 E. Santa Clara St.
24th and Santa Clara St
1335 Lincoln

Mr. John Aherle was initiated
as a faculty adviser. Other advisers present were Dr. W. D.
Wright and Mr. Guy G. George.
Phyllis Webb and Walter Maus
were in charge of refreshments.

I

Ems Holds Barbecue lumleys Have Son

More than 30 couples attended
a barbecue held by Theta Mu
Sigma social fraternity Friday
evening, according to Dave Bowen,
Theta Mu Sigma social chairman.
Scene of the affair was the
ranch of Gordon Chase, alumnus
of Theta Mu Sigma, located on
Mt. Hamilton road.

Faculty Wives
Select Chairman
Mrs. 0. Allen Israelson was
ejected chairman of the faculty
wives committee Wednesday
afternoon at a luncheon held at
the home of Mrs. Raymond Somers, 111 Ayer avenue.
Assisting the new chairman will
be Mrs. Arthur Kelley, Mrs. Harry
Fitch, Mrs. Glenn Hartranft, and
Mrs. Lincoln Daniels.

’Hipster’ Visits
Local Theta Chis

I

Master Sgt. and Mrs. James
Phillip Lumley are announcing
the birth of a son, James Phillip.
Jr., May 8.
James weighed six pounds at
birth, and is the third child in the
Lumley family.
Sgt. Lumley is a member of
the Military Science department
faculty here.

Berkeley Company
To Buy Old Books
R. M. Atkinson, manager of the
Spartan Shop, announced recently
that a book company with headquarters in Berkeley would have
representatives on campus June
22.23 to buy books from students
wishing to clean off their shelves.

"We are happy," Atkinson said,
"to be able to offer the students
this opportunity _to sell their
Harry "The Hipster" Gibson books. This is a service we have
and bass player Fred Dutton were not been able to give in the past."
guests and entertainers at the
Although the representatives
first Theta Chi alumni smoker of
will work on campus and possibly
the year Friday night.
More than 60 persons attended in the book store itself, there will
the smoker held at the. chapter be absolutely no money in it for
the Spartan Shop, Atkinson said.
house, 253 S. Eighth street.

$JSC Sigma Pi Colony Submits Charter
To Dean Pitrilan for Foculiy,Approval

A consitut ion for Sigma Pi colony, local off-campus social fraternity, is now in the hands of
Dean Paul Pitman for approval
by a faculty committee, accord.ipg to the group’s president,
Nathan Hooper.
The constitution will be sent
to the Student council, and the
ipter.fraternly courezil afrr its
approval by the faculty group,
Hooper said, and Its acceptance
will mark the addition of a new
tuitional social fraternity to the
4an Jose State college fraternal
roster.
Sigma Pi colony was founded
off-campus in the fall of 1948,
With the purpose of later affiliation with Sigma Pi, a national
fraternity, Hooper revea,leti. Preae;nt membership inelndes Walti
Mdrews, Vic Fracolli, Bay Kelley, Don Dierkes, Jack Schroeder,
Barney Bragg: Bill Patterson,
Russ Bodwin, John Bishop, and
Bud Singer.

West Coast chapters are at
UC, UCLA, Santa Barbara State
college, San Diego State college,
Fresno State college, University
of Nevada, Oregon State college,
and the University of Washingtop.

Come and

as in Colman’s windoic

Thurs. (8 to 9 P.M.), Fri. and sat. (1 to 4 P.M.) in

fianthee,s $wintwear Fashion Parade
Featuring Gantner’s latest creations in Beach and Swim wear
San Jose State co-eds invite you to get window-side view of I949’s newest
water fashions as interpreted by Gantner . . . famous for swimwear for
more than half a century. Note the times, and be out in front when Colman’s
parades its bathing beauties before you.
Colman’s stock of new Gentner swim
and beech wear is now at its very best

All I can think of is
"wet hoppened 7"
DINAH’S LUNCHEON
ALL YOU CAN EAT-95c

S

Delta Gamma sorority members entertained their mothers
at a brunch Sunday morning in
their local Chapter house, 360 E.
Reed street. The affair was held
in conjunction with the annual
Individual members of the club
Delta Gamma motner s Day obmay become members of the naservance.
tional organization.
Sally Smith was in charge of
011ie frisher, member of the planning the brunch, assisted by
Hilgard chapter at tqe Univer- Betsy Bauman, Joyce Rowe, Nan
Hartly and Janet Giacomazzi.
sity of California officiated at the
Individual corsages were reelection. The local group will be
er
pledged by the Hilgard chapter sented to each mother bY
daughte r. Arrangements for
in May.
house and table decorations were
Pledges entertained at t h e spriog flowers.
meeting were Bill Schulz, Ken
Miss Aletta Kellogg, chapter
1Bush, Howard O’Neill and Ray president, gave a short talk welcoming the mothers.
Pelton.

Delta Sigma Gamma social fraternity was recently presented
with the inter-fraternity scholastic award for the 1948-49 winter
quarter, according to Harry Powers, chairman of the fraternity’s 1
scholastic committee.
Scoring .8 of a grade point higher than their nearest rival, the
DSG’s obtained an over all average of 1.64.
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Making Reloads for .38’s

Campus -Cops on Parade
Snakes ’n Lizards
Attending College

College Police Present
Interesting Curriculum
By HARRY BRITTON
Pre-service police training began at San Jose State college in
the fall quarter, 1930, and was an important milestone in the elevation
of police work to a professional status. For the part he played in the
establishment of the course, Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie was awarded
the Lambda Alpha Epsilon national police fraternity key of honor.
Originally the curriculum was
two-year technical training
course and graduates received an
Associate of Arts degree. In 1935
the four-year program leading to
an AB was started.
Program Accelerated
Students under this curriculum
majored in police and minored in
By BOB JOHNSTON
psychology and were better equipped to handle and understand the
An article from Lycurgus, San
rehabilitation of law violators.
Jose State’s quarterly campus
Prior to World War H, the two humor magazine, was recently
year program was found to be in- reviewed In the Michigan State
adequate and most of the students Spartan.
The "Spartan" reviewed "Pies,
were enrolled under the four year
cougse. At the end of the conflict Prints, and Platters," written by
the school, closed during the war, Michal Overhulse for the fall
was reopened. Many of the new 1948 issue of Lycurgus.
Nature Boy Reviewed
and returned student veterans
were rapidly approaching the age
To refresh memories, "Pies.
limit for police requirements and Prints, and Platters" contained
a speeded-up two year course was humorous reviews of motion pictemporarily provided.
tures, books, and records.
Among those goodies reviewed
The, trend at present is back
to the four year AB objective and by Mike was "Nature Boy by All,"
the two year plan will soon be which went on, "This record has
Buttons and Bows on the other
discontinued.
side, which makes it rather diffiPenology Added
After the school reopened, the cult to get on the turn table. . ."
The motion picture "Red Rider"
curriculum was expanded to inrelease from
clude penology. This course offers was described as
a background in custodial and cor- communist China. It concerns the
rection fields, and deals primarily plot of a foreign agent to divert
With probatton, parryierettabilita- the course of the_11"
river. . . recommended a ’must’
tion and juvenile delinquency.
In 1947 the military science de- by W. R. Hearst."
For Girl Elephants
partment of the army corps of
"Elephant Boy" drew this cornmilitary police was established
and ROTC is required of all police I ment from Mike: "This is the
and penology students. Upon gra-1 well known story of Salm. boy
duation the student receives a re- elephant. Hedy Lamarr was originally cast for this role, but unaerv.e commission.
fortunately, she
the wrong
National Champions
Last summer, five men from kind of trunk. For girl elephants
the school attended the ROTC only."
Publication of this article in
camp at Camp Hood, Texas, and
won the natioral pistol champion- the "Spartan", recently ranked as
ship trophy for military police seventh among college humor
magazines, represents quite a
competition.
Many of the students enrolled feather in the cap of Lycurgus,
in the police courses are employed to say nothing of Mike Overbids,.
in local law-enforcement agencies New members on "Lyke" this
and the demand for pro-trained quarter include Deborah Fibbitts,
advertising; Bert Pettus, Redonia
personnel is Met.
Head of the school Is Mr. Wil- Nunes, and Lew Bell, editorial
lard E. "Huck" Schmidt. He is as- staff; Ray Morita, art; and Betty
sisted by a 1941 gradUatetti.the Aim), sales and promotion.
SLSC Polite aditiol; Peter M. Kristovich.

’Mike’s’ lyke Gets
Large Plug from
Michigan Spartan

a

Pictured above are Stanley
Lobodinski, left, and Les Jamison, police school students, at
work creating new ammunition
for .38 caliber revolvers. Jamison is pouring lead into a melt -

log pot. Behind him pre the bullet racks. The potential policemen are making reloads that
will eventually be used in firing
practice by students in the
photo by Hasse
course.

Sparting
Shots . .
Fly GEORC.E LAJEUNESSE

Milton Berle s picture on the cover ot this week’s TIME magazine trumpets the entrance of a new era in American entertainment.
The trumpet, in this cose however, has the dulcet tones of a
Klaxon horn, or an ear-piercing blast from .one of Spike Jones’ men
hitting a clinker on the "VViNiam Tell Overture."
This new era in American entertainment has been labeled television. It is nothing more than vaudeville lurking behind an expensive
cathode ray tube.
Jugglers Back Again
TIME depicts Milton garbed as a country bumpkin in one of his
many hilarious -new" television acts. - The guy- hos reachea (moll 15
years into a moth eaten vaudeville trunk-fo mime up with the Oldest
chestnuts of the trade.
Millions and millions of dollars have been sunk into the marvelous
invention of television, and for what?to resurrect aU the ghosts of
the old Keith five-a-day circuit and bring them right into the living
room of every home.
,
As if vaudeville wasn’t bad enough behind fooltights! Industry
has now succeeded in getting all the corny r&ifTnel--flie jugglers,
the unicycle riders, the male quartets, the funny-faced corpedians
right smacii into the sanctity of the home.
Visual Horror
Entertainment that went out with button shoes and Mah Jongg
Isis being foiited once again upon the suffering pUblic.
These who think radio has hit a INV lovr in amusement need not
look toward television for deliverance from the evils of singing commercials and give-away quiz programs.
This new medium wit not only force the audience to submit to
ear -rendering atrocities, but will make said audience watch the horror
unfold:ng before it; very eyes.
Audiences Ran
What could be more frustrating than watching and listening to
an oily voiced announcer pleading. -Why don’t you try Pond’s cream
to 000c>oor ---and being unable to hurl a pie into his leering pan?
When vasideville was dying on its feet, not too many years back,
theater ownerft, couldn’t get an audience in off the streets if it was
raining rubber cement. Pleasure seekers stayed away by -the thousands from Amy movie palace that had the slightest taint of grease
paint undo ifs roof.
.Tuday. In television’s infancy, sets are selling at fabulous prices
end fisoroduct offered is corny vaudeville with all barnacles intact.
Mtrand "The Widder"
Sure--teievision will be great for sports, and they may even telecast. the Metropolitan opera and symphony concerts, too. But the
old radio gimmick will still be there.
For every round fable discussion and lecture on the air today
how many hours of "Ma Perkins" and "Young Widder Brown" must
the radio listener suffer through?
It s enough to tempt a harrassed citizen into short-circuiting his
hearing aid and wearing blinders.

A 12-Pound Bump
BERKELEY, Calif. (UP)Jack
M. Lamke, 25, University of California boxing star, was treated
for lacerations and "mild concus!don" yesterday after he was accidentally struck on the head by
a 12-pound shot heaved by grid
All-American Rod Franz.
Physicians at the campus hospital said Lamke was struck a
glancing blow on the forehead.
He would have been killed or critically injured if he had received
full force of the heavy shot, they
added.
Both Lamke and Franz live in
San Francisco.

By ART BRICREY
Are you afraid of snakes and
lizards? If so, visit the nature
study laboratory some afternoon
in S220 and let Dr. Mathew Vessel convince you that they really
aren’t so bad. after all.
Among the variety of animals
which are in the laboratory’s miniature menagerie the king snakes
and gopher snakes are the most
unusual and fascinating. If Dr.
Vessel has the time he’ll take
out a filing snake or gopher snake
and let you bold it, that I.
if you really want to: Ile will
tell you that they are non-poisonous and harmless. According to
Dr. Vessel they are very docile
and would sooner run than bite
a person.
Then there are the lizards. You
might have a strong fear of
these quick moving creatures, but
after holding one in your hand
a few minutes your opinion might
change. Dr. Vessel will tell you
that they are harmless and in
one respect much cleaner than
other animals. "They eat only
live food like flies and insects
which are on the .run." he says,
"and not many animals are that
particular."
If you are still interested, there
is a sleepy horned toad in a glass
ease which can be picked up and
held in the hand which Is just
as Indifferent to being petted as
are the lizards. The laziest reptile in the collection is the glla
monster. This pink and brown
animal is quite fat anti 1.1/N.
It is poisonous and can’t he
petted!
Other animals- In the collection
include two kangaroo rats, one
chipmunk, one wood rat. one New
Zealand rabbit, one salamander,
one frog, a turtle and one canary,
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Blossom
Floral Shop
16 W. Sao Askosio St.
Word 8334
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TOWLE’S SILVER PLUMES

ANDREE’S
Ranchburger!!
Hartiburgr on

French bun with
French fried
Potatoes.
GRAND I I

Andree’s Drive-In
SAN CARLOS IL ALMADEN

There’s a quality of design, a richness of
lustre that you won’t find in all Sterling.
These come of over two and a half centuries’
experience in solid silver. Let us show you
the beautiful Towle patterns. Once you hold
a piece in your band, you’ll know what we
mean and you’ll agree!
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Police Open House,
Reunion Planned

Hopefuls Present Platforms Six AER Pilots Win

From the 33 nominated students to fill the ten student offices,
An open houe and reunion Fripl those who made statements reday will highlight the work of the tgarcling their platforms and qualtate college Police ifications will be listed
San Jose
according
school .this quarter, according to to their respective positions.
Mr, Willard E. Schmidt, departBob Cronemiller, student body
ment head: Featured during the vice-president, headed the nominequipmodern
the
day will be
ation assembly and described the
ment, training and skill needed by election for the primaries on
police officers of today and to- Thursday and th finals on Wedmorrow. Students, visiting police nesday, May 25 with the hope of
officers, graduates of- the Police at least 1800 votes. Cronemiller
school, and the general public are said that in many colleges at least
ited.
25 per cent of the students vote
by
exhibitions
the crack for the offices, but that "we have
Several
been falling below this on elecSan Jose State college judo team,
coached by Mr. Yosh Uchida, will tions in which the top executive
demonstrate the art of self de- offices are not on the ballot."
fense through the use of judo. An
explanation of the sport will be
Thiel, since he came to the
given in the college gym where
college last year, speaks of having
the matches are to be held.
been a member of the freshman
council, and says that he has held
Equipment Displayed
the office of class treasurer.
Wax models used in evidence
"I feel that my qualifications
research, plaster casts, a lie de- are
adequate to fulfill the duties
tector, gunnery and photographic of
the office, and that the best
equipment will be on display at
Interests of the students will be
Fifth and San Carlos streets.
before me at all times." Rich conOther Items on the open house tinued, saying, "There will be no
campaign
promises
four to be conducted by students haphazard
Harry Carlini and Ernest Selig that cannot be kept; however, my
will he reloading equipment, sket- campaign will be based on past
ches and photographs used In po- experience and a healthy desire
lice cases, fingerprint and com- to help the school."
parison microscope equipment.

Sophomore ’Reps.
it,ch

Following the open house will
he a banquet for police students
and officers at the Wieland Brewery barbecue garden at 8 p.m. The
steak and fish dinner will be
highlighted by a can -tan chorus.
Tickets to the event may be obtained at the Police school for
S1.75.
Alivancements to be Viewed
Returning police graduates and
other LAE members will have an
opportunity to see the advancements made in the police instruction field and coming .developments, said Harry Carlsen, Chi Pi
Sigma president.
Sponsors of the dinner, schcdtiled as an -annual affair, are thi
Pi Sigma, the collede police fraternity. and Lambda Alpha EpsiIon, the national law-enforcement
fraternity.

Blue Valentines For
’Sad Student’ Week
The week of May 23-27 has been
set aside by the Personnel office
for special interviews with students who have received blue card
notices this week, according toloe
H. West, dean of student personnel and guidance.

Junior Reps.

Darlene Dewey says, -I would
likeNo see class councils and- student government become better
integrated."
"In the past," Darlene continued, "I served on the sophomore
council, was treasurer of the sophomore class, and vice president
of Spartan Spears and Social Affairs committee."
Bob Madsen is a biological seiew major and claims to have
been active in studenkakfairs_since
he was a freshman. Ile sfeived as
chairman of the Freshman Camp
committee, two terms on the Student Council, chairman of the
class Spardi Gras concession, vice
president of the Student Y, and
president of the sophomore class.
Bob states:
"I would like to
vork with the new Student Counell and to cooperate in giving the
students more and better activities."
Dean R. Patrick is -ASB representative for the junior class, and
he describes himself as a pollee
major from San Diego, Calif.
He says that he has been in San
Jose State- college for two years,
carrying minors in psychology and
military science.
Dean says that he worked last
year with the thinnyyale Police
department, while attending -the
-collegr-hem--endithar this yeti he
was appointd public relations offlee of Chi Pi Sigma, police fraternity.

Students receiving one blue card
are expected to see their instructors; thos receiving two or more
blue cards ere urged to see their
Alpha Omicron Pi pledges honinstructors and then see their ored the winter and spring pledgdean or a Personnel office coun- es of the other local sororities
selor. Liberal arts transfers should with a coke-tail recently.
see Dean J. C. Eider lefore seeing
Theme of the get-together was
their instructor,.
Animal Kingdom. Each sorority
"Students are urged to come was represented by a specific anito the Personnel office for a con- mal and individual members wore
sultation if they feel that they a miniature of the animal representing their sorority as a name
need help," Dean West said.
tag.
The pun is the lowest form of
humor, unless you pull it yourThey should build more houses
self.
out of adobe. It’s dirt cheap.

Coke-tail Party

WE W1411.1rit. L.B 1VER YOUR DINNER

CHICKERY-CHICK
1/2 Chicken
Free Delivery
low E. sot’s. ow.

4.25

Ron, French Fries 1

’fil 9 p.m., 10 p.m. Sat.

Call Col. 8734

c.ios.41140Hiliy

Hot Dog Roils and Hamburger Rolls
Just for Beach Tim* or Picnic Time.

Phone Orders in Actuan,iii

CHATTERTON BAKERY
221 SOUTH SECOND ST.

Oppesit YWCA

BALLARD 4014

For his platform, Dean said, "I
Intend to support the objective of
the junior class; their word will
be my decision. My decision wiU
be determined by popular vote of
the class meetings."

For his platform,’ Dick stands
for "a more comprehensive insurance program for students."
Janet Clarke says cutt she has
been active on the junior class
council and says for her campaign,
"If I am elected, I will do my best
to further the aims of the student
government on this campus, and
Kathleen "Kay" Dewey said further the name of San Jose
concerning the elections, "Through State college on other campuses."
participation in the activities of
the junior class council and Social
Affairs committee, I have developed an interest in student govIn the race for prosecuting aternment, and feel that I definitely torney, John Gregory is a junior
would like to make a contribution from San Jose, majoring in social
towards it."
science.
Betty Brisbin, art- major, claims
John says, "If elected I will
nine quarters on the Social Affairs scare the best interests of the colcommittee and chairman for three lege and students." He continued
quarters. She served on the junior to say, "I will work in close harcouncil for the past year, and is mony with the council and the
in charge of registration for the court."
State Camp committee:
’After a pause, he added, "and
Betty sates briefly, "I have I shall be the ’flunky’ of no one."
worked ’,mills both the Student
Council and junior class council,
and I believe with The esperienee
I have had, I can promote the
Edward Morgan is a freshman
from Palo Alto, and says of his
welfare of both."
She continued to say that she has campaign, "If elected I will do the
attended all meetings of the Stu- utmost to coordinate the facilities
well
dent Council since lain fall, and of the student court
"knows what the position calls functiofting student body unit."
for."
Harvey Jordan is a sophomore
journalism major from San Joel,
with minors in social and military
science. He states that he is a
Marsh Pitman, junior biological
member of the sophomore council,
science major from San Jose, says
a member of Silver Saber honor
that he has always been active in
societyand the Spartan Daily staff.
student body affairs, In giving his
Regarding his platform, Harvey
background, Marsh said that he
has been on class councils, been said, "I believe in more closely
co-program coordinator and mem- knitted cooperation between the
bership chairman of the Student.1 Student Council and the court,
Y, been Freshman Camp council- maintaining a ’milky of ’hands
or,
discussion leader at State off’ on all matters of strident leg,-amp, and is this year’s chairman islation, and setting up a specific
time when appeals fr
the stud,if the AS13 WSSF drive.
ents will be heard."
lie stated that he wishes "to
I
In_the women’s race _for the
..erve the student. body,-not-onlf-rIly fulfilling the specific duties of sophomore justice, Beverly Etter
office, hut by working for closer alone remains in the running.
coordination of student body ac- Therefore she will be on a "white
tivities, increased information as ballot" his Thursday.
to scholarship opportunities available to San Jose State college students through the formation of a
Len Frizzi is a junior general
student-faculty scholarship committee, and greater student body secondary student from San Jose,
with a major in social science and
participation In ASH affairs."
In describing student activities, a minor in physical education.
Len says that his past experiMarsh said, "Improving our student activities in all fields will not ence in student govtrnment inonly benefit the members directly, cludes being student body presir
but will raise the reputation of dent and a member of student
San Jose State college as a court in high school, a freshman
class officer, and a member of the
whole."
Dick Angus says for his quali- freshman, sophomore and junior
fications that he was on his high class councils.
In his platform. Len says, "If
school council for two years,
elected to the court, I will strive
Board of Welfare two years.
Dick graduated from Sequoia in to achieve a rapid, peaceful, and
’45, and his home is in Atherton. equitable settlement of any di.Hi junior -5taftleits"adititrits- puts that may arise, and I will
tratiOn major, and is treasurer of work for improved public relaDTO fraternity, and has had tions between the court and the
student body."
wrestling team experience.

Seniors Reps.

Prosecutor

Soph Justice

Reps. at Large

Senior Justice

Spartan Daily
DON BROADHURST, Business Mgr.
LEONARD KREIDT, Editor
Speed Geduldig, Frank Brown
Associate editors
Wally Wenzel
Desk chief
,
George Lajeunesse
Feature editor
Carl Underwood
Sports editor
Royce Root
Society -editor
Elaine James
Photo editor
...
Bin Noyer
Wire.UP editor
Al Williamson
Exchange editor
Mole-up editors Richard Burgren, Clifford Daniels, Mary Frydenlund,
Walter Loewen, Cliff Minners and Al Williamson
Charles Allen, Don Fitzgerald, Margot Miller,
."..opy desk
Lyn Nofziger, Jewel Schneider
Reporters Herb Blatt, Ted Breeden, Arthur Brickey, Harry Britton,
John Cartwright, John Conroy, Walter Czubiak, Helen Davis, Paul
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TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

fourth

Air Meet

Six pilots from the campus
chapter of Alpha Eta Rho, international aviation fraternity, won
fourth place for San Jose State
in the recent San Mateo Intercollegiate Air meet atSan Mateo
airport.
Student pilots Bill Hawkings,
Bob Gross, Carroll Collier, Howard Stepp, Ken Raemsch, and
Dick Sauble represented San Jose
State college. They placed fourth
behind Stanford, San Mateo Junior college, and the University of
California. The University or San
Francisco finished fifth.
Placing high in tope individual
events in the meet, sponsored by
the Onversity of California Flying
club, Were Bob Gross and Carroll
Collier. Gross won second place
honors in the 360 degree spot
landing event and Collier garnered
third in level bombing..

Researcher Proves
Animals are Dumber
LOS ANGELES (UP)A scientific study by a Los Angeles doctor shows that people are smarter
than cats and dogs at least when
it comes to getting across a street
alive and unhurt.
Dr. Charles F. Sebastian of the
Los Angeles Receiving hospital
staff told the California safety
council yesterday that he got to
wondering whether it was safer to
cross a street by instinct -like an
’animal or by using one’s intellect.
lie said a year-long cheek showed that 2.5 per cent of the city’s
eat and dog population’ got first
aid treatment for traffic injuxics
at the city animal shelter and ’..?11
per gent died. But only .17 per
cent of the human population had
to have emergency hospital treattnent.

Art Print Exhibits
An exhibition of prints by American artists is the cuTreiit Pre1%entation in the art wing,. Dr:Marques Reitzel, Art department,
head, announced.
The exhibitiOTP-art of a collection of the art library, was arranged by Mr. John Mottram’s
graphic arts class.
Duration
weeks.

of the exhibit

is two
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old tennis racket.
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Special Rental Rates for Students

STATE TAILORS AND CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning

Altering

Relining

One-Day Cleaning Service
53 W. 5an Fernando. Columbia. 1793

4th & William. Columbia 10192-W

Used Standard & No-table Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan
ROYAL
CORONA UNDERWOOD
Es. 1900
24 So.
G. A. BLANCHARD

REMINGTON

2nd

St., Bal. 349

44

from

$2.50 to $10.00

GORDON’S
SPORT SHOP
121 East San Fernando

aff

State Educator
Home Ec Exhibition Will Join College
Shows Uses of Paper
For Home Economy

8
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Mr. Richard Lewis, ’ currently
with the State Department of Education, will direct the audio-visual aids program at SJSC next
fall, the Education department announced recently.
Two other additions to the education staff for the fall quarter
have also been announced.
Mrs. Grace Rowe, supervising
principal at Lovell elementary
school, will join the elementary
staff. Dr. E. H. Staffelbach, away
on leave, will return after completing his three-year service with
the California School Redistribution survey.

A new display entitled "Paper
- A Versatile Product. for Home
Use" is being exhibited this week
in the Home Economics building,
according to information from the
depavtment.
The exhibit was planned and arranged by Carol Field, senior
Home Ec major, as a project for
Dr. Jones’ class in home economics methods.
One show (lase depicts the paper products which the modern
lizes in her
homemaker
u
home. This case is lalikeled "Pamper Your Home With Paper," and
Includes such articles as pie tape,
Contributors %Ii o pledged
paper towels, baking cups, sand.
wich bags, pressing pa rehment, May 15 payments in the World
shelf paper, dusting paper, and Student Service Fund drive may
make them in the ’Graduate
garbage bags.
Manager’s office, room 16,
Another case is devoted to the
WSW Chairman Marsh Pitman
display of paper linens, which inannounced yesterday.
cludes paper washcloths. The
washcloths are being supplied to
guests in Canadian hotels, and are
proving quite satisfactory, according to Miss Field.
Also displayed in the cases is a
piece of hand made paper, and a
hand paper press. Jars of liquid
paper trace paper pulp in the various stages of the bleaching proThe Canterbury ’club will hold
cess.
a special meeting Sunday evening
in Trinity Parish hall, Second and
St. John streets, at 7:30 p.m. to
hear James R. Whitcomb, international governor of the Rosicrucian order.

NSSF Payments Due

Canterbury Group
Holds Confab

Stryker Brothers
Enter Navy School

The Rev. Howard Scholten,
Robert M. Stryker and his brother Leroy V. Stryker, III, former chaplain for Episcopalian students
on campus, announced yesterday
students at San Jose State colthat Whitcomh’s speech will be
lege, suocessfully passed auditions
accompanied by a sound color film
recently for the Navy School of
Music *’tWashington, D.C., ac- entitled "Domain of Destiny,"
cording to information reoeived
The program was arrapged for
from the local U.S. Navy recruit- students who may be interested in
ing station.
the Rosicrucian order and in
’Parents of the young musicians learning more about it, Rev.
ate
.. Mr. aifd Mrs. Leroy V. Stryk- Scholten said.
ea, Jr., of 22454. Massol avenue;
Lim Gatos.
:After completing their recruit
training at Great Lakes, Ill., the
brother’s will enter the navy
Training at this school
whoa
hicludes harmony, counterpoint,* Classified advertle.Menis may
orchestration, form and analysis,
be placed in the Spartan Daily
&nee band arranging, and many
office 8-98 any day ot the week
other subjects.
except Saturday and Sunday be- tween the hours of 11 a.m. and
1 :30.p.m.

Classified Ads

Announcements

’

TAU DELTA PHI: Hot lunch
Friday, May -213.Sign 0 -before
noon Wednesday. Shirts to be
dyed must be at the Tower by
noon Friday, May 20.
SEEKERS: Fellowship supper
Sunday, May 2
6:30 p.m. Norman Conrad will talk on "Christian Actions in a Social World."
KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA: Meeting tonight, 7:30, room 21. Members and pledges.
AWS: Meeting today, 4:30 p m,
room 24. Discussion of fashion
show plans. Interested persons
please attend.
ALPHA DELTA SIGMA: Meeting tomorrow, 7:30 p.m., Pub. office.
CSTA: Important meeting tomorrow, 3:30 p.m., room A-1.
Plans will be made .for the anVal picnic. Nominations for new
officers.
DELTA PHI DELTA: Formai
ipitiation Saturday, May 21, 5:30
p.m., room A-1. Dinner following.
Transportation movided.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS MAJORS:
Planning to do student teaching
during fall quarter? Meet tomorrow, 4 p.m., lecture room, Industrial Arts dept.
GERMAN CLUB: Meeting to.,
day, 3:40 p.m., 1195 Kotenberg ay..
’
enue. Bring dues.
FRESHMEN CLASS COUNCIL.
Meeting today, 3:30 p.m., roonl
B.9.
ALPHA GAMMA and DELTA
PHA DELTA: Joint meeting tonight, 7:30, room A-1. Refreshments
HILLEL: No afteryoon meet;
ing. Meeting at 8 o’clock tonig
In Alexander hall. Executive boa ,
.
...
at 7:30.

L9P1
LOST: Two rings, one
ship, one light green in
ling. ,Senten
ue.
Phone Bal. 7120.

end.
pet-

rplt SALE
GOOD USJED TRUMPET: With
new case. Cheap. Col. 4299-M.
FOR SALE: Tuxedo, size 3$,
perfect condition, $25.. Call 250 N.
Fourth on ea 3329-R after 6 p.m.
FORD A TUDOR: Reconditioned motor, new tires, brakes, paint,
trunk. Dependable. $175. Ballard
3247--W. 549 S. Ninth.
FOR SALE: Half price, green
sandals, worn once. Size 99. Call
after 5 o’clock. Bal. 6848-M.
BLIKCIELIANEOUS
ALTERATIONS AND CLOTHING -REPAIRS: 20% off to students. Work guaranteed. Faultless
Cleaners. 396 S. Fifth street. Bal.
63,12-R.

You Get

SERVICE
.nd you

Save 4c Per Gal.

Mr. Dean Cresap IDP French Society Associated Women
Talks on America Open House Monday Schedule Election
Of Officers May 27
Describing the role of the citizen in a democratic state, Mr.
Dean Cresap, instructor in political science, gave an address before 400 persons at the Civic auditorium recently in observance of
I Am An American day.

Mr. Cresap differentiated the
role of the average citizen, who
can determine broad policy in the
government from that of the expert and the administrator whose
greatest effect is felt in matters
of detail.
Cresap told his audience that
government by the people is not
necessarily government by the
most, but it is more often by the
most active. The vote alone, Cresap said, has little inunediat ef.
feet in the determination of policy.
"To take part in democratic government," declared the political
scientist, "the citizen may become
active in his economic organization, political party, and discussion groups.
"It is by such methods that we,
the people, participate In the determination of policy."
Cresap declared that an inform-’
ed citiFen is a better citizen. He
urged each one to familiarize himself with world events by reading
newspapers and magazines.

’ With the theme "Soiree a la
Francaise" Iota Delta Phi, French
honor society, is making final
preparations for its open, house
Monday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
Student Unton.
Georgette Paris
Chairman
promises a "jam-packed" program
consisting of an exhibition of rare
French objects, a songfest, two
short plays, and a pantomine ver,sion of the can-can.
Flower stands, a display of imported perfume, and circulating
,walters will be included in the
festivities. Refresments, consisting
of coffee and "croisants" (French
pastry) wit; be served.
The purpose of the open house.
aside from providing an evening
of entertainment, is to acquaint
students and faculty with certain
aspects of French life "through
the medium of personal contact."
Dr. Boris Gregory, Miss Barbara Fulton, and Mrs. Barbara J.
Butler are patrons and patronesses of the affair. Committee
chail-men include: Bud Fellows,
decorations; Bob Willis and Don
Holly, flowers; Rocky Stone and
Ann Dench, entertainment; Ross
Fucile, refreshments.

Driving Restrictions Senior Overnight

SACRAMENTO (UP) -- At bill
that would prohibit persons under
16 years of age from driving in
California was recommended for
passage by the senate transportation committee today.
The measure by Sen. Gerald J.
O’Gara, D., San Francisco, and
The first annual Police school supported by the California Safebanquet will be held in Wieland’s ty Council would eliminate junior
brewery Friday at 8 p.m., accord- drivers’ licenses in the state.
ing to Harry Carlsen, police fra
tefnity president.

CPS and LAE Plan
Wieland’s Banquet

Sponsors of the fish and steak
dinner are Chi Pi Sigma, college
police fraternity, and Lambda Al.
pha Epsilon, national police fraternity,
Speakers will be announced this
week. All Police school majors and
graduates are invited to attend,
Carlsen said.

44 and William St.
- ..;

Fifteen vacancies are available
for seniors who wish to attend the
Senior Overnight at Asilomat this
week end. Preference will be given
to those seniors whose names are
already on the waiting list.
Bill DeSmith, chairman of the
overnight, says that the full fee of
$3.75 must be paid in the Graduate Manager’s office by noon Friday in order to retain reservations,-

6;#4413441

Your last chance to save

Tickets for the dinner are $1.75.
They are available at the college
Police school office.

Berkeley Company
To Buy Old Books
R. M. Atkinson, manner of the
Spartan Shop, announced recently
that a book company with headyarters In Berkeley would have
re esentatives on -campus June
22-23 to buy books from studentswishing to clean off their shelves.
"We are ’happy," said Atkinson,
"to be able to offer the students
this opportunity to sell their
Woks. This is a service we have
not been able to give in the past."
Although the representatives
will work on camPus and possibly
in the book storeltself, there will
be absolutely no money in it for
the Spartan Shop, Atkinson said.

1
1 .

Subscribt it the Special Senior Rate

’Sign up today.with

YOUR SPARTA

NOW YOU CAN PUT YOUR
TALENT TO WORK INCPEASING
THE VALUE OF HOUSEWARE

Prang DEGALL Sidi are the Key!
SEE THEM AT THE ART DEPT:
OF SAN JOSE PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.
Your artistip ability can glamorize such
homewar as glasses, dishes, poftry, soy;,
lamps, etc., with the Prang DEK-ALL sets
now available at San Jose Paint & Wallpaper.
This outs gift giving to a rockbettom low in
faxpense, yet gives added value to your prosnt! Complt set includes colors, design
sheet brush, dirctions arid all materials
nifaed for your doing good work!

rj..matRws
Just 2 Blocks

at the

MAYON
SERVICE STATION

Elecet ion for AWS -officers for
the coming year will be Mid on
May 27, Melba Sills, publicity
chairman, announced recently.
Offices which will be filled are
president, first vice-president, second vice-president, secretary, and
treasurer.
May 23 Is the last day names
can be submitted for this election.
Girls desiring to run for one of
the above offices should leave the
following information in the box
in the Dean of Women’s office:
Name, year In school, scholastic
standing, and desired office.
Candidates running for president must have a clear scholastic
standing, be in their junor year
at SJSC, and have served with
the AWS a year.
The only limiting qualification
for the other offices is that the
candidates have a clear scholastic
standing.
Final elections will be held in
conjunction with the Spardi Gras
queen election, according to Barbara "Jeff" Brewster, AWS president.

Off Campus

azor
WALLPA,P111.0a
Ana »tow
11,811101,

12 SOUTH SECOND STREET

Rough Game Looms as Cagers Spartan Baseball
Title Hopes Hinge
Meet to Dedicate New Scorer On
Fresno Series
By CARL UNDERWOOD
Whal shapes up as one of the
roughest cage battles seen on
the Spartan basketball court in
many a day is on tap tomorrow
at 11:30 a.m. whet all-star aggregations representing the Senior
and Junior classes tangle.
.
The official unveiling of an
elaborate electric basketball
scoreboard and clock, gift of the
Senior class to the school, will
feature the occasion.
With such rdligh and tumble
players as Chuck Hughes, Bob
Pifferini, and Pefe Denevi on the
Senior squad opposing, Fred Silva,
George Persha and Woody Linn,
among others, (all six are football players) the ensuing game
should prove very interesting.
Complete Ifhenps’ are not set
as yet, but at present Hal Marks,
Chuck Clapper, Jim Waterman,
and Jim (’ruze round out Bob
Ilagen’s senior team. Mel Stein,
Bab %Vilest hoff, Bob Sant o s,
Ralph Romero, Bob Enzensherger,
Don MacCaslin, and Bob Thomason complete Junior Morgan’s
Junior squad.
Trackmen Stu Inman, Bobby
Crowe and possibly Others who
are at present competing in
spring sports will not participate
in the contest.
Impetus behind the game Is
’George Link, senior class president
who has been ably assisted by
Bob Rowley, publicity chairman
of the class.
Costing over $400, the eloat and
scoreboard is undoubtedly one of
the best of its kind in the United
States. A drawing -by Stan -Sadler, Spartan Daily cartoonist will
appear in tomorrow’s paper.

Softball Play
BOB HAGEN makes Ms final
appearance on fh
Spartan
hardwood today when he captains the Senior class team in

1

The Sleepers were rudely awakened by the Willow Glen Gears
Its basketball game with the who handed the league-leaders
Juniors. Hagen made the all- their first National league defeat,
CUAA first team while playing 8-7, Monday, DSG edged SAE,
on the 1948-49 Spartan varsity. 2-1, to maintain leadership in the
Pacific Coast league.
Results of Mondays games:
Pacific Coast League:
800 8, DTO 7. DSG 2, SAE 1.
Kappa Alpha 8, PSK 6. Theta
Mu 9, Theta Chi 6.
American League:
Be Ropers 11, Kappa Sigma
By HANK rIANIIRE
Kappa 5. Willow Glen Gears 8,
Sleepers 7.
Sparta’s trackmen are waiting
National League:
this week to find out who will
Music Dept. 7, Washington
Angeles
ColiThe
Los
what.
enter
Squares S.
seum Relaysby invitation only
--and the California Relays at
Modesto, the former Friday night
and the latter Saturday night, may
y week
a
locals.
Breaking a former Spartan’s
So far Coach Bud Winter has record, Merle Knoic-himself an
received no Invitations from the ex-Sparta distance runtietwon
half mile Excelsior
Loa Angeles committee. Bob the five and a
Francisco SunCrowe, Woody Linn and George Marathon in San
record time.
Mattes are Spartan.. w ho may be day, in
Knox, running under Sin FranInvited.
cisco Athletic club colors, coverFor the Modesto event, Winter ed the distance in 28.30, besting
plans to use essentially the same by two seconds last year’s record
men he did at Fresno, plus sev- set by Gene Haynes, former San
eral freshmen. Events .the Spar- JoSe State distance star, now in
tans should place in are the open the Navy.
100-yard dash, 440 relay, 880 relay, a college mile relay, pole
vault, high jump, clitc u s and
freshmen-junior college 100-yard
dash, 440 an4 880 relays.

Spartans FacitOli’ LA Invite Sought
Tennis Squad Today By Spartans
The powerful CCAA champion
netters from C.O.P. invade Spar.
tan courts today with the intention of making it two straight
mer Coach Ted Muntby’s squad.
Last week the Tiger team swept
the nret with State except for
one-singies match whit% --1-17-vo
by Chet Bulwa. Pacific’s top star
Is Hank Pfister, 1948 CCAA Singles champion and one of the best
tennis players an nortnern California.
Gene Franco, Chet Bulvra, Ed
Tero, Hob Phelps, Jim Cruze, Don
Gale, and Dick Russo will face the
rampaging Bengals. The meet begins at 2:00 p.m. at the Spartan
Village eourts.

SELF -SERVE

Record Broken by
Knox in S.F. Win

The frosh will be represented
by sprinters Warren Eisenberg,
Clay Stapleton, Conrad Mendenhall and Frank Buxton. Bob Jones,
140 ft. discus thrower; Bill Volkert, pole vaulter; Andy Anderson
and Dave Inveen, high jump; Ed
Mehaney, broad jump; and Lowell
Christenson, javelin thrower’, are
other San Jose first -year men
entered, according to Winter.

11 BOB SKILLICORN
Opportunity will be knocking
on the door of the San Jose State
baseball team this wedkend whgn
the Spartans meet Fresno State
at Municipal stadium in a three
game series.
Coach Walt William’s diamond
crew erw win its first California
Collegiate Athletic association
championship by defeating the
Bulldogs twice and can cinch no
less than a tie for the crown by
winning only one contest.
The Spartans host the- rival
Fresno nine in alringle game Friday at 2:30 p.m. and in a doubleheader Saturday at 1 p.m.

JUNIOR MORGAN, Spartan
varsity basketball star, leads
"Junior’s Juniors against the
Senior eras* cakers in the inter -class game at Men’s Gymnasium today.

Golf Squad
Faces Gaels

"The weekend games will conclude the Spartan’s season, but
Fresno, will not end its league
schedule until the following week.
This gives the Bulldogs a chance
to win the CCAA title by sweeping the series againit State.
The batting averages and pitching records of the gpartan nine
for the entire season’s games are
as follows:
Leading Spartan batters:

Undefeated and undaunted San
Jose State’s golf .squad begins a
gruelling week of play today by
facing the St. Mary’s Gaels in a
dual meet on the Richmond
course.
Friday the Spartan sextet engages the San Francisco Police
team in a friendly battle on the
San Jose Country club links, and
on Saturday and Sunday Eli
Bariteau will be competing for
top honors in the San Mateo
tournament.
The "Galloping Gaels" will attempt to atone for the severe
drubbing they received at the
hands of Coach Duino’s forces in
their earlier meet. In this engagement San Jose State practically
blanked the Moragans, winning
by a score of 211i -5!i.
The familiar five starters for
State will be Eli Baritean, Bill
Ogden. Capt. limy a rd Vend%
Ross Smith, and Warren MaeCarty. The’ sixth man will be
either Jay Hopkins or Ruskin
Shepperd.
St. Mary’s will be paced by Al
Nelson, Northern California Intercollegiate titleholder. Other
Gael golfers include George Bruno
and Jimmy Phelan’s Hawaiian importation Packard Harrington.

Pet.
.333
.293
.290
.286
.288
.268
.238
.233
.224
.22’2

Pitching Records
Player
IP W L 80 Pet
Bob Santos
58 5 1 27 .833
Pete Mesa
81 5 2 70 .714
Ralph Romero 67 5 2 54 .714
Con Maloney 7 1 1 2 .500
16 0 3 ’7 .000
Kay Jacobus
CUD’ Craig (now
1000
off Witia(1)
1 0

Era
2.41
2.21
2.96
6.43
7.44

G
27
26
14
23
10

AB It
96 23
99 22
31 4
70 18
18 3
26 95
27 105 16
27 90 16
23 85 10
27 94 24

vociasso)ssooliOciiiiocc000

NC2A Fight Films
Final showing of the NCAA
boxing movies will be presented
today at 3:30 in the Morris
Dailey auditorium.

GOOD FOODS
HOME MADE CHILI
DONUTS AND COFFEE ISc

SFOPUNTARIN SERVICE

DONUT LOP
125 SO.

FOURTH

AMP?

It’s
American

Sold, Rented, Repaired

HUNTER -PETERSON
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
71 E. SAN FEltNANb0

BAL. 4234
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MONEY FACK GUAWNTELD
DIVIDEND ETHYL AS

DIVIDEND
$ERVICE

A,RCHIE’S
for STEAKS’

Health
ATtiiiliegecirtAliftYGid

545 SeOtid St.

CREAM

American Dairy Produth
Pith and Santa Chita

titritittititittilttattmttiftlittitttliithitttrittrtuttfttrttittrittiortiftitittttttift

,
H
32
29
9
20
5
20
25
21
19
21

Player
Bob Wuesthoff
Mel Stein
Stan Peterson
Pete Denevi
Dave McCarty
Earl Wright
Tom Okagakl
Will (7oncklin
Dean Giles
Don Lopes

44’

CAAHasAlaska Jobs Outing ’Success’ KA Fetes Sorority
For Able Youn9 Men

Forty couples attended the
Spring outing at Denton’s Mountain Inn in Soguel. held by Alpha
Phi Omega on Saturday, accordCivil Aeronautics adminictration has openings for a number of ing to fraternity members. Dr.
qualified single men as aircraft communicators in Alaska, at starting and Mrs. H. Murray Clark served
as advisers for the event which
salaries of $3718 a year.
featured swimming, horsebackridSuccessful applicants will .be assigned to the 45 airways corn- ing, badminton, and ping pong.
:n the evening" there was dancing
leations station operated by
the CAA along Alaskan highways, ment service in Alaska for at and games. John Pricolo and Carl
according to Information received least 12 months following their Ketchum were co-chairmen for
appointment, the CAA bulletin the outing.
at the placement office.
Men selected will be in line for said.
Applications other than vetereventual promotion to highe rTRY THE NEW CLEAN MAYFAIR
grade jobs paying up to 86540 a ans must be between 18 and 40
RESTAURANT AND CREAMERY
years
good
old
and
in
health,
paryear. Additional earnings are possible in all grades through au- ticulary with regard to hearing,
thorized overtime beyond the 40- vision and speech.
Salad Bowl, Coffee, Dessert
Further information may be ob1
week, and through a 10 per
tained
in
the
Placement office.
cent night differential.
Lunches from 65c
Several weZIcs of orientation
Complt 8 course dinners from 90c
training will be given to the apOpen 7:30 a.m. until 1 em.
pointees at the CAA Aeronautical
SACRAMENTO (UP) --Califorcenter in Oklahoma City before nia’s 1948 cotton crop by far the
they travel to points of assign- largest ever grown in the state -RESTAURANT AND CREAMERY
ment in Alaska. Salary is paid was officially li§ted as 967,580
159 So. First Strait.
white training. Trainees will be bales by the State Crop Reporting
Just South of Padre Theater
expected to remain in govern- service today.

The Original

Kappa Alpha fraternity entertained members of Sigma Kappa
sorority at a dessert party Wednesday night at the KA chapter
house, 506 S. Ninth street. Eno
tertainment was provided by
members of both organizations.

Nate Snider 501 Almaden Col. 71514

THE E5QUIRE DEN

1/2 Fried Chicken

ED WATERS,

$1.15

253 South Eighth St.

What Next?

MAYFAIR

1

EATS NEAT at .
36 W. SAN FERNANDO

TOPS WITH THE TOP STARS IN HOLLYWOOD AND WITH COLLEGES TOO

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS
SMOKE CHESTERFIELD THAN ANY
"When you smoke CHESTERFIELD
you get a Milder, cooler smoke.
That’s why it’s My Cigarette."
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STARRING IN

"BRIM OF VENGEANCE’
A PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

MAERICA’S SPORIS
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